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ABSTRACT We present Complex-Motion Neural Radiance Fields (CM-NeRF), which is a method that
leverages motion and depth priors to optimize neural 3D scene representations and complex 6-DoF camera
motions jointly. Although NeRF has achieved remarkable success in neural rendering and reconstruction,
they require accurate camera poses and sufficient input for realizing high-quality novel view synthesis.
We aim to recover accurate camera motion and NeRF simultaneously by effectively using motion and
depth priors when a few input images are available. Moreover, our approach enables stable pose estimation
and efficient view recovery in challenging and complex camera movements in addition to forward-facing
camera motions. Considering the confidence of the depth, we use the depth map to guide the ray sampling
and leverage depth information to accelerate the NeRF network training. Our experiments demonstrate the
effectiveness of the CM-NeRF method in real-world scenarios involving challenging and complex camera
motions. These results are non-trivial and may present significant variations compared to state-of-the-art
techniques. The CM-NeRF demonstrates stable camera-pose estimation and efficient view recovery with
only five training views of real-world data.

INDEX TERMS Neural radiance fields, neural rendering, novel view synthesis.

I. INTRODUCTION
Realistic novel view synthesis is essential in various domains,
including robotics, computer vision, computer graphics,
and augmented reality/virtual reality (AR/VR) applications
wherein virtual environments and people interact. Recently,
neural rendering techniques based on implicit represen-
tations (as in [1], [2]), such as Neural Radiance Fields
(NeRF) [3], have progressed significantly in the realiza-
tion of photo-realistic novel view synthesis. NeRF has the
ability to realistically represent complex scenes without con-
straining the view synthesis resolution and while efficiently
memorizing the 3D space. This technique uses weights of
multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) trained on numerous RGB
images and their corresponding poses as inputs to represent
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scenes, which showcases its superior view synthesis capabil-
ities. NeRF relies on Structure-from-Motion (SfM) methods
such as COLMAP [4] to obtain accurate camera poses as
their input. However, the pre-processing step of SfM can
be time-consuming and resource-intensive. Several recent
studies [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], such as Bundle-Adjusting
NeRF (BARF) [8] and NeRF−− [9], have been focused on
jointly optimizing neural 3D representations and six-degree-
of-freedom (6-DoF) camera poses. Although these methods
have provided promising results with unknown camera poses,
they have been mainly assessed using forward-facing scenes
with fewer variations in camera pose rotation and translation.
In scenarios wherein the camera undergoes a more diverse
motion, many RGB images and considerable training time
are required to learn the scene representations and camera
poses from scratch, while pose convergence is occasionally
unsuccessful, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
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FIGURE 1. We leverage motion and depth priors for jointly registering camera poses and learning neural 3D representations of complete rooms when
only sparse input views are available. Our motion and depth supervision facilitates the synthesis of high-quality novel views from a small number of
input images captured using various camera motions in addition to forward-facing scenes.

To generate 3D scenes using limited RGB images, recent
NeRF-variant approaches [10], [11] have incorporated addi-
tional depth priors from SfM or monocular depth completion
techniques. However, thesemethods still require ground-truth
camera poses computed from SfM for realizing effective
learning, which can be a time-intensive process. Moreover,
they rely heavily on SfM tools such as COLMAP, and their
performance can be impacted by errors in the estimated poses
or depths. Permutations in the SfM result can also signifi-
cantly affect the final output of these methods.

To address the challenges of NeRF reconstruction, we pro-
pose a Complex-Motion NeRF (CM-NeRF), which is a novel
approach that leverages motion and depth priors to esti-
mate complex camera movements accurately and reconstruct
scenes using only five input views. CM-NeRF overcomes
the limitations of traditional methods by generating novel
views from different angles. This provides a wider range of
rotation and more natural, dynamic camera movements that
extend beyond the constraints of the 2D plane. As a result,
the reconstructed scene exhibits more realistic motion. More-
over, the CM-NeRF incorporates an optimization process for
refining camera poses during reconstruction. This ensures a
stable view synthesis and accurate pose estimation, even in
the presence of an initial input noise or uncertainty caused by
unexpected camera movements or perturbations.

We use motion and depth priors from commercial libraries,
such as Apple ARKit’s visual-inertial odometry (VIO) [12],
to improve the camera pose estimation. VIO sensors are com-
monly found in smartphones and robotics, which makes them
easy to use and practical. Obtaining motion priors from VIO
is a straightforward process. Using VIO-generated outputs
is a time- and resource-efficient alternative to the conven-
tional COLMAP. We deliberately incorporated VIO into our
approach owing to its superior accuracy and convenience.
Our approach integrates seamlessly with VIO systems and

prioritizes ease of use over traditional SfM algorithms such
as COLMAP. By leveraging motion priors generated by VIO,
we achieve faster and more accurate convergence to pre-
cise 6-DoF camera poses during the optimization [13]. Our
approach differs from the original BARF [8] in camera ini-
tialization. Instead of initializing the identity transformation,
we leverage motion and depth priors to provide better initial
values that are close to the optimal solution. This prevents
the occurrence of local minima during training, thus ensuring
stable and accurate camera-pose estimation and high-quality
view synthesis, even with a sparse input and complex camera
motion in real-world scenes. The CM-NeRF is particularly
well-suited for robotics, especially drones with complex
motions. It can create detailed 3D models using sparse input
data, which enhances the perception, localization, and map-
ping. This makes it highly effective in real-world scenarios
with diverse robot movements. Our main contributions are as
follows:

• We present a novel approach, CM-NeRF, that jointly
optimizes 6-DoF camera poses and scene reconstruction
using motion and depth priors.

• The CM-NeRF is a practical and feasible approach that
integrates motion and geometric priors from VIO to
improve accuracy and demonstrate robust performance
in complex motion scenes with sparse inputs.

• The CM-NeRF is an effective solution for robotics that
perform complex motions, as it can create detailed 3D
models using sparse input data, while demonstrating
improved perception, localization, andmapping capabil-
ities in real-world scenarios.

II. RELATED WORK
The NeRF [3] is a powerful neural rendering technique that
represents 3D scenes as implicit neural functions. The NeRF
has demonstrated excellent performance in synthesizing new
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FIGURE 2. Overview of our CM-NeRF pipeline. Given a small set of RGB images I , depth maps Z , confidence maps S, and camera poses, we can
determine the sampling bound by focusing on the surface via depth priors. The discrete point ti is then sampled along the direction d of the camera ray
to render the pixel color on the image based on our depth-guided sampling range. The position x of the sampled 3D points and camera viewing
direction d are input into the NeRF through the smooth positional encoding γ , which results in Ĉ through volume rendering. At this stage, a smooth
mask is applied to the PE that gradually activates a high frequency that is proportional to the optimization process. The output color and density from
the volume rendering are integrated to obtain the color and depth of the final pixel. As the entire pipeline is differentiable, we can jointly optimize the
6-DoF camera poses and MLP to minimize the color and depth loss.

views, but its high computational time limits its practical
applicability. To address this limitation and enhance the
capabilities of the NeRF, several studies have been con-
ducted, which include the use of priors for realizing a
performance improvement [6], [10], [11], [14], speed-up
techniques [15], [16], re-lighting methods [17], [18], and
large-scale extensions [19], [20].

A. DEPTH SUPERVISION NeRF
In several studies, depth information was used in the NeRF,
which enhanced the synthesis robustness with the use of a
small number of input images. In depth oracle NeRF [21],
a ‘‘depth oracle’’ network is introduced that effectively
reduces the number of local samples of each ray needed near
the surface, which results into an improved rendering speed.
However, the application of this approach to real-world data
is challenging as it requires a dense depth map. The dense
depth priors NeRF (DDPNeRF) [11] estimates dense depth
maps using a depth completion network on sparse point
clouds obtained from COLMAP. It then incorporates the
predicted dense depth for ray sampling while taking into
consideration the depth uncertainty. The depth-supervised
NeRF (DSNeRF) [10] trains the NeRF using the camera
pose and sparse point cloud estimated in COLMAP. It con-
structs a loss function based on the predicted termination
depth along each key point in the ray. This facilitates the
faster training of DSNeRF with fewer views. DSNeRF and
DDPNeRF are heavily dependent on accurate camera poses
fromCOLMAP.However, COLMAP can be affected by input
sparsity and percussion in rendering results. This is espe-
cially challenging for scenes comprising texture-less walls
or repetitive patterns, in which case COLMAP may have
difficulty estimating the camera poses and point clouds.

The CM-NeRF addresses this challenge by leveraging the
ARKit VIO system. This approach eliminates the need for
preprocessing using COLMAP, thus simplifying the process
and improving the accuracy. The CM-NeRF also focuses
on seamlessly integrating with commercial VIO systems by
prioritizing ease of use. In contrast to previous approaches,
which require preprocessing through COLMAP to obtain
motion and depth information, ourmethod directly useARKit
to obtain motion and depth priors. Therefore, the CM-
NeRF jointly optimizes the camera poses and NeRF network
using these priors, thus enabling training with imperfect or
unknown camera poses.

B. OPTIMIZING CAMERA POSES
In the field of simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM), several methods address the challenges of handling
large datasets and optimizing camera poses and scene rep-
resentations. iMAP [22] uses the NeRF MLP to store 3D
information in space. It can generate high-quality 3Dmodels,
but it has high memory requirements. iNeRF [23] is a new
pose estimation method that leverages pre-trained NeRF net-
works. The iNeRF is less memory-intensive than the iMAP,
but its results are dependent on the quality of the training data
to a greater extent. NICE-SLAM [24] integrates a hierarchical
scene representation to integrate multi-level local informa-
tion. NICE-SLAM can generate detailed reconstructions of
large indoor scenes, but it is computationally expensive and
may not be able to handle all types of scenes.

To address the problem of NeRF reconstruction in the
case of unknown camera poses, GNeRF [25] integrates
generative adversarial networks (GAN) with the NeRF.
However, this combination increases the computational
complexity. As another method, the scene representation
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transformer (SRT) [7] generates novel views from RGB
images with or without poses. The SRT adopts geometry-
free learning-based approaches, which makes it more suit-
able for large datasets. While self-calibrating NeRF [5],
NeRF−− [9], and BARF [8] jointly optimize the cam-
era poses and scene representations, but they struggle with
sparse input views. It should be noted that the BARF and
NeRF−− set the initial poses as identity matrices for real-
world data, and thus require sufficient input images for
stable pose optimization and high-fidelity view synthesis.
Moreover, these methods have been primarily tested using
forward-facing poses with minimal pose variations. Previous
studies have emphasized the importance of obtaining a good
initial guess in robotics, with contributions in 2D SLAM [26],
[27] and visual-inertial navigation [28], [29]. In our approach,
we leverage motion and depth priors to initialize near-optimal
solutions, thus enhancing the pose convergence and facilitat-
ing stable pose estimation even in the case of challenging
movements. We use the reliable initial guess obtained from
ARKit as motion priors, which improves the stability and
accuracy of the pose estimation. Furthermore, we employ
depth priors to guide the scene sampling, thus allowing us
to perform novel view and depth estimation using a small
number of images and even with inaccurate poses.

III. BACKGROUND
Wepropose a novel optimization process that optimizes poses
and NeRF networks. Our approach leverages motion and
depth priors with the use of a small number of inputs to
enhance the optimization. Our model receives a set of posed
images {Ii ∈ RH×W×3, pi ∈ SE(3)}Mi=1, depth maps
{Zi}Mi=1 ∈ [0, 4.5]H×W , and depth confidence maps {Si}Mi=1
(see Fig. 2). The RGB images, depth, and confidence maps
have a resolution of 192 × 256. The depth confidence map
is a H × W value matrix consisting of 0, 1, or 2. A higher
value indicates higher confidence in the depth measurement.
In the confidence map, brighter regions indicate higher con-
fidence levels. White, gray, and black denote confidence 2,
1, and 0, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2. The distribution of
the confidence levels varies across different datasets. In the
dataset used in this study, confidence 2, which represents
a high reliability, accounts for an average of approximately
80.52% in each image.

A. NEURAL RADIANCE FIELDS
NeRF [3] uses neural networks to represent the entire 3D
space by receiving input images of known poses to render
unseen views. To render a pixel u on an image, the NeRF
first casts a ray r(t) = o + td passing through the camera
center o along the direction d of the pixel. Then, the NeRF
samples a set of points between the near and far bounds in
each ray. The sampled 3D point enters the input of multi-layer
perceptrons (MLP) through positional encoding, which maps
x and d to higher dimensions for a high-fidelity view synthe-
sis. The MLP is parameterized by 2 and encodes the input
3D point location x ∈ R3 and viewing directions d ∈ R2

into volume density σ and color c: F2(x,d) = (c, σ ). The
volume rendering determines the final color and density of
the pixel by approximating the radiance from direction d
along the pixel’s ray. The MLP parameters are optimized by
minimizing a differentiable color rendering loss.

B. BUNDLE ADJUSTING NEURAL RADIANCE FIELDS
The BARF [8] is a modified version of the NeRF that opti-
mizes a singleMLPwithout additional hierarchical sampling.
The BARF jointly optimizes the camera poses and MLP
parameters, thus facilitating rendering even when no camera
pose is available. The BARF applies a smooth mask to the
positional encoding to optimize the camera poses in pro-
portion to the training process. The smooth mask gradually
increases the frequency of the incrementally high positional
encoding during the optimization process, which improves
the model’s ability to localize and synthesize high-fidelity
views.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD
A. POSE ESTIMATION USING MOTION PRIORS
Accurate camera pose estimation is crucial for high-quality
rendering in a NeRF. A previous research [13] highlights
the importance of a good initial guess for realizing accurate
camera pose estimation. To enhance the stability and fidelity,
we leverage Apple ARKit’s precise initial guesses from its
VIO algorithm, which is known for its accuracy and stabil-
ity [30]. In contrast, the BARF’s identity matrix initialization
can result in local minima and longer training times, which
makes it suitable only for forward-facing scenes [31], [32]
with minimal camera movement. Our approach addresses
these limitations by seamlessly integrating with VIO systems
such as ARKit, thus enabling stable pose estimation and
high-fidelity rendering. The integration of the motion and
geometric priors from off-the-shelf VIO systems enhances
the accuracy and robustness.

Our proposed CM-NeRF approach offers improved free-
dom of movement and delivers more flexible and accurate
results using just five sparse inputs. This is a significant
improvement over previous forward-facing methods and
results in stable poses and high-quality rendering. More-
over, our algorithm is designed to be practical, easily
implementable, and widely adoptable. It provides flexibility,
accuracy, and stability in CM-NeRF with only five sparse
inputs.

B. OPTIMIZATION WITH DEPTH
We present an approach using motion and depth prior to the
BARF for theMLP and pose optimization. For each sampling
location, we sample N discrete points, denoted as ti ∈

[
tn, tf

]
,

along the ray, where the lengths δi = ti+1 − ti. The estimated
color Ĉ(r) of the camera ray r(t), with near and far bounds
tn and tf , is calculated using a weighting distribution of the
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points sampled along the ray.

Ĉ(r) =

N∑
i=1

wici, (1)

wi = Ti(1 − exp(−σiδi)), (2)

where

Ti = exp

−

i−1∑
j=1

σjδj

 (3)

Based on [11], the estimated depth ẑ(r) and estimated depth
confidence ŝ(r) are calculated using wi. The uncertainty of
the estimated depth at a given point is denoted by ŝ(r). The
standard deviation ŝ(r) is calculated by obtaining the standard
deviation of the depth values in the predicted depth map
ẑ(r). A higher standard deviation indicates more significant
uncertainty in the depth estimate ẑ(r). It is important to note
that a higher standard deviation generally results in a lower
accuracy.

ẑ(r) =

N∑
i=1

witi (4)

ŝ(r)2 =

N∑
i=1

wi(ti − ẑ(r))2 (5)

Given images {Ii}Mi=1 and depth {Zi}Mi=1, the goal is to opti-
mize the NeRF network parameter 2 and the 6-DoF camera
poses {pi}Mi=1 corresponding to the images.

min
p1,...pM ,2

M∑
i=1

∑
r∈R

(
Lcolor + λdepthLdepth

)
(6)

Lcolor is the mean squared error term for the color
and Ldepth, based on by [11], is the mean Gaussian neg-
ative log-likelihood term for the depth, where λdepth is a
hyper-parameter balancing depth supervision.

Lcolor =

∥∥∥Ĉ(r; pi, 2) − Ci(r)
∥∥∥2
2

(7)

Ldepth =

 log( ŝ(r; pi, 2)2)+
(ẑ(r; pi, 2) − z(r))2

ŝ(r; pi, 2)2
if P

0 else
(8)

,where P = z(r) < 4.5 and s(r) = 2 (9)

A depth loss is applied at a ray that satisfies the following
conditions. First, the target depth z(r) is less than 4.5. As
explained for the iPhone’s LiDAR sensor in [33], the LiDAR
sensor provides a reliable accuracy up to 4.5 meters. Second,
only the ray r(t) with the target depth confidence s(r) of
2 should be applied. Our approach prioritizes highly reli-
able depth values to ensure accurate results, thus preserving
the accuracy and avoiding distortion caused by less reliable
values.

C. DERIVING DEPTH-SUPERVISION SAMPLING
Themajority of the scenes consist of empty or opaque spaces,
the contribution of which to the weighted contribution func-
tion in Eq.1 is negligible [3]. To address this issue, we adopt
an approach similar to that of [34], while increasing the
sampling distribution of the points near the surface using
depth priors. This ensures that these points contribute to the
final color rendered. In the training process, we maintain the
same number of samples N as the original BARF.We enhance
their effectiveness by sampling half the points near the surface
based on depth priors. The remaining half of the points are
extracted between the existing near and far boundaries. For
ray directions with a low depth confidence (where s(r) is
zero), we extract N points between the existing near and far
boundaries. This approach effectively reduces the noise in
the rendered images and improves the quality of the final
rendered color.

V. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the effectiveness of our method through a
baseline comparison and an ablation study using real-world
datasets collected by the authors through ARKit. ARKit is
a software framework developed by Apple that includes a
VIO algorithm for producing augmented reality applications.
We collect custom data using an iPad Pro 11 running iOS
16.3.1 and equipped with LiDAR sensors, including RGB
images, ARKit 6-DoF poses, depth maps, and depth confi-
dence maps. We uniformly selected five training views from
the entire VIO sequence at regular intervals. We randomly
selected 20 views for testing from the entire sequence, while
excluding the training views. The proposed method was
trained using a set of five views, and for validation, a hold-out
set of four views was used.
Evaluation Metrics: To evaluate the effectiveness of our

approach, we quantitatively assess both the accuracy of the
optimized poses and the quality of the synthesized views.
We compute a variety of perceptual metrics that are widely
used for evaluating view synthesis results in the NeRF series
and that include the mean peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR),
structural similarity index map (SSIM) [35], and learned
perceptual image patch similarity (LPIPS) [36] to evaluate
the image rendering quality. In addition, we report the aver-
age rotation and translation errors of the estimated poses.
To validate the accuracy of our approach, we calculate the
deviation between the optimized poses and the ground truth
poses obtained from OptiTrack.

A. BASELINE COMPARISON
We compare the following NeRF-variant methods, which are
trained on five input views:

• NeRF [3]: A neural rendering technique that learns con-
tinuous volumetric representations of scenes from a set
of 2D images and their corresponding camera poses.

• DSNeRF [10]: The depth-supervised variant of the
NeRF that guides the learning of scene geometry and
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FIGURE 3. We compare the estimated RGB and depth of our proposed method with the ground truth RGB. Furthermore, we render novel views
and depth for various NeRF models trained on five views. The experimental results show that our proposed method outperforms the other
evaluated methods in terms of image quality and depth accuracy. This demonstrates the effectiveness of our method in accurately capturing the
scene geometry and appearance and robustly estimating the camera poses.
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TABLE 1. Quantitative results for five input views. Our model outperforms the previous state of the art across all datasets.

TABLE 2. Rotation Matrix Difference (RMD) in training datasets.

appearance using a separate depth map as the input
during training.

• NeRF−− [9]: The method learns camera parameters
implicitly from input images without requiring known
camera parameters.

• BARF [8]: The method that jointly optimizes camera
poses and scene geometry using bundle adjustment,
while taking RGB images and camera intrinsics as the
input.

arccos
(
Tr(R1⊤Ri − 1)/2

)
(10)

max arccos
(
Tr(R1⊤Ri − 1)/2

)
, where i ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}

(11)

Our proposed method defines complex motion as camera
movements involving greater rotation changes and unre-
stricted translations beyond the 2D plane, which surpasses
the limitations of forward-facing motions. Table 2 provides
insights into the rotation matrix difference (RMD) [37]
observed in training datasets. Here, R ∈ SO(3) represents
the rotation matrix of a 6-DoF camera motion. In the training
data, we calculate the RMD between the remaining frames
based on the first frame as shown in Eq.10. We calculate the
maximum angle of the RMD as Eq.11. Table 2 shows that our
approach allows up to 51 degrees of the RMD compared to
the rest of the pose based on the first frame. Furthermore, our
method demonstrates camera pose variations approximately
twice as large as the forward-facing motions observed in the
BARF.

Table 1 shows that our method outperforms the baselines
across all metrics. The BARF and NeRF−− encounter issues
in optimizing the camera poses when applied to complex
camera pose trajectories with sparse input views or challeng-
ing camera motion, thus resulting in significant geometry
and color defects. This problem is particularly noticeable in
environments comprising a large range of camera motion,
which results in inaccurate pose estimates. For instance, the
BARF failed to estimate poses, thus rendering artifacts in

FIGURE 4. We visualize and compare the optimized camera poses to the
OptiTrack ground truth poses. The first and second rows are the result of
pose optimization for different datasets. Our proposed method (right)
achieves high consistency with the ground truth, while the BARF
method (left) produces sub-optimal results.

several regions, such as the flowerpot and the table in Fig. 3.
Our method demonstrates a significant reduction in pose
instability compared to the BARF and NeRF−−, owing to
the use of both initial guidance and depth information. Our
approach exhibits superior robustness in pose estimation with
sparse input views. As shown in Fig. 4, our method outper-
forms the BARF in terms of robustness in the pose estimation.
Furthermore, our approach demonstrates a superior perfor-
mance in the camera pose estimation evenwithmore complex
and less restrictive camera motions, as demonstrated by the
quantitative error metric in Table 3. Our results highlight the
importance of our method for handling challenging camera
trajectories beyond what is achievable using the baseline
comparison methods.

The DSNeRF can be sensitive to errors in the depth esti-
mates from COLMAP, especially in the case of scenes com-
prising texture-less walls or repetitive patterns. AS DSNeRF
directly incorporates the uncertain depth estimated from
COLMAP, errors are more likely to occur, which results in
defects in the geometry and color. For example, an erroneous
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FIGURE 5. We visualize the estimated RGB and depth images. We observe that when the camera motion is small, the method performs
well even without motion and depth priors. However, for more complex camera motions, the integrating of motion and depth priors is
necessary to achieve accurate view synthesis results. These visualizations demonstrate the effectiveness of motion and depth priors for
accurately capturing the scene geometry and appearance.

input in the area of the table and chair (third dataset in Fig. 3)
causes much more significant deficiencies in geometry and
color in the case of the DSNeRF compared to the other
approaches. Our method uses depth priors from off-the-shelf
VIO systems to guide ray sampling during neural representa-
tion training. This improves the efficiency and effectiveness
of the training, thus resulting in better estimates of geometry
and color and more robust pose estimation. The results in
Fig. 3 and Table 1 show that our method outperforms the
baseline methods in robustness, even with sparse depth inputs
or initial values subject to perturbations.

B. ABLATION STUDY
We conduct experiments to analyze the impact of the depth
prior and motion prior. In the motion prior ablation exper-
iment, we set the initial camera poses as identity matrices.
In the depth prior ablation experiments, we do not use the
depth prior and, therefore, do not apply depth loss and
depth-guided sampling. Table 3 and Fig. 4 demonstrate that
our method, comprising the use of depth and motion pri-
ors, achieves better performance in image quality and pose
optimization than other methods. This consistency is also
observed in the qualitative results presented in Fig. 5.

1) WITHOUT POSE AND DEPTH PRIORS
This condition is the same as that of the BARF. We observed
that scenes with less movement, particularly forward-facing

TABLE 3. Quantitative analysis of camera pose optimization using
motion and depth priors for high-quality view synthesis.

scenes, produced higher-quality view synthesis results (sec-
ond dataset in Fig. 5). However, we observed that the pose
estimation was more defective for scenes with greater move-
ment, which resulted in color and depth estimation failures,
as shown in Fig. 5 and Table 3.

2) WITHOUT DEPTH PRIORS (WITH POSE PRIORS)
We observed a significant reduction in the pose estimation
error compared to the previous condition. However, the pose
estimation error is still high in complex camera motion
scenes with a sparse input. This is evidenced by the stair
and table examples in Fig. 5 and Table 3. The rotation error
increased, and the translation error decreased compared to the
initial ARKit pose. Moreover, realizing the estimation of the
geometric structure based solely on the pose prior is challeng-
ing. Our results suggest that the incorporation of the depth
prior in the sparse input improves the geometry-structure
estimation.
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3) WITHOUT POSE PRIORS (WITH DEPTH PRIORS)
When using only the depth prior, the rendering results
obtained can sometimes be better than those obtained using
only the pose prior, as demonstrated in the last example
of Fig. 5. However, the pose estimation fails in the major-
ity of cases, as can be observed from the pose estimation
results in Table 3. This suggests that the motion prior is
necessary for successful pose optimization. Furthermore, the
color estimation has some defects, but the geometric structure
demonstrates the effectiveness of incorporating depth prior in
the estimation results.

Our experiments show that our model is robust to compli-
cated camera trajectories with a sparse input. This is evident
from the quantitative results listed in Table 3, which show that
our model’s optimized poses exhibit lower error rates than the
initial ARKit 6-DoF poses. This indicates that the optimized
poses are more accurate and contribute to generating precise
view synthesis results. This improvement in pose estimation
is due to the use of motion and depth priors. These priors aid
in mitigating the deficiencies in the view synthesis and pose
estimation that can occur with the use of a sparse input. As
shown in Fig. 5, the use of the depth and motion priors results
in a more accurate view synthesis and pose estimation.

VI. CONCLUSION
We propose CM-NeRF, which is a novel approach that inte-
grates motion and depth priors into the optimizing NeRF
and camera poses. Our experimental results on real-world
datasets demonstrate the superior performance of ourmethod,
even in the case of challenging scenarios with inaccurate
camera poses. By leveraging motion and geometric priors
from off-the-shelf VIO systems, we have effectively com-
bined existing components and realized a strong performance
at the system level. We envision opportunities to enhance the
CM-NeRF’s performance on large-scale and dynamic scenes
and explore other input data types, such as LiDAR or stereo
images. Moreover, the incorporation of semantic informa-
tion or object-level priors is promising as future research
directions.
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